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In sandy environments, like the beach-dune system, buildings not only affect the airflow, but also the aeolian
sediment transport in their surroundings. In this study, we determine how the horizontal size of sediment
deposition patterns around buildings depends on the building’s dimensions. Four one-day experiments were
conducted at the beach using box-shaped scale models. We tested 32 building geometries, where scale model
height, width and length ranged between 0.3 and 2.0 m. The deposition patterns were substantial in size: the
total length and width of the deposition area were up to an order of magnitude larger than the horizontal
building dimensions. It was found that the size of upwind and downwind deposition patterns depended more on
the building width perpendicular to the wind direction (w), than on the building height (h). Building length had
little influence. Especially the combined effect of w and h correlated well with horizontal deposition size. This is
expressed in a new scaling length B for deposition around buildings, with B = w2/3 ⋅h1/3 . As a first validation, the
spatial dimensions of the initial deposition patterns observed around a scale model of 2.5 × 12 × 2.5 m, placed at
the beach for five weeks, showed good agreement with those predicted based on B.

1. Introduction
All over the world, people enjoy recreation at the beach. As a result,
more and more buildings like restaurants, beach huts and houses are
built at the beach-dune interface (see Fig. 1) (Hoonhout and Waag
meester, 2014; Malavasi et al., 2013). However, sandy coasts are
vulnerable areas where beaches and dunes represent important natural
and recreational values and, especially in low lying countries like the
Netherlands, dunes serve as primary flood protection. Buildings affect
the wind-driven sand transport in their surroundings and thereby affect
the natural development of the very same dunes (Jackson and Nord
strom, 2011). In addition, sediment deposition and erosion around
buildings can be a hindrance to building owners and beach visitors.
Buildings at the beach or in the beach-dune interface reduce the
source area for windblown sediment transport (García Romero et al.,
2016; Morton et al., 1994) and alter the wind field in their surroundings
(Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011; Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1984; Smith
et al., 2017). In the front and lee of buildings, flow deceleration and
reversal can decrease sediment fluxes, leading to sedimentation.

Conversely, the deflection of wind around buildings or underneath
elevated buildings can create an acceleration zone with increased sedi
ment transport and erosion (Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011; Smith et al.,
2017). The sediment transport can be increased further by the higher
turbulent intensity of the wind behind buildings (Smith et al., 2017).
Furthermore, continuous lines of buildings can also act as a barrier to
sand transport and cause fetch segmentation by detaching dunes from
their beach or foredune sources (Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011; Smith
et al., 2017). As a result of these effects, patterns of erosion and sedi
mentation arise around buildings.
Buildings in the beach-dune interface cause erosion and sedimenta
tion, so they can steer dune development and affect dune development
rates in their surroundings. Smith et al. (2017) and García Romero et al.
(2016) found that cities at the Canary Islands have both stabilizing and
destabilizing effects on adjacent dune fields. Nordstrom and McCluskey
(1984) observed that houses actually built in the dunes can modify the
dune form and cause depressions around the houses. Furthermore, the
analysis of field measurements and aerial photos of dunes around Dutch
beach buildings showed that buildings can have a significant effect on
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the long-term duneward sand transport (Hoonhout and Van Thiel de
Vries, 2013; Reinders et al., 2014).
These morphological effects of buildings near the beach-dune
interface can pose a safety risk to buildings themselves but also to hin
terlands that depend on dunes for flood protection. Local deposition
around buildings temporarily decreases the amount of landward sedi
ment transport that remains available to be blown further into the
dunes. In the long term, this can have detrimental effects on dune
growth and hence on safety in a larger area. In addition, erosion around
buildings can create weak spots in the dune line (Nordstrom and
McCluskey, 1984, 1985). Furthermore, at the level of shorter term
sediment dynamics, deposition induced by buildings can cause a
considerable hindrance to beach users, especially when occurring on
beach entrances, walkways and terraces (Jackson and Nordstrom,
2011). Furthermore, natural values can suffer when dune vegetation is
affected by changes in the sediment dynamics around buildings
(Hoonhout and Van Thiel de Vries, 2013).
The abovementioned effects can pose serious problems to building
owners, but also raise challenges for regional authorities and coastal
managers who have to balance the interests of recreation, flood safety
and nature with regards to permission and regulations for the con
struction of these buildings (Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1984; Winckel
et al., 2008). Therefore, quantitative knowledge is required on the ef
fects of buildings, the spatial extent over which buildings affect their
surroundings and how this depends on the building type.
Previous research into the morphological effects of buildings mostly
described the erosion and deposition around specific scale models of
buildings in a wind tunnel (Iversen et al., 1990; McKenna Neuman and
Bédard, 2015; Tominaga et al., 2018). Systematic and quantitative
knowledge is lacking on how sedimentation and erosion patterns depend
on building design (building size and shape, use of poles to allow airflow
under buildings), building location (distance from dune and other
buildings) and building orientation (Hoonhout and Van Thiel de Vries,
2013; Hoonhout and Waagmeester, 2014). This knowledge gap hampers
knowledge-supported regulations for beach-side buildings and limits
capabilities to design and position beach-side buildings in such a way to
minimize impact and reduce the hindrance of sedimentation and the
need for sediment removal.
As a first step, this research aims to determine how the location and
horizontal size of initial aeolian deposition patterns around buildings on
the beach depend on the building’s dimensions. The dependencies have
been determined based on field tests with 32 scale models. By focussing
on the initial deposition patterns we highlight the direct effects of
buildings before morphologic feedback starts to interact with these
patterns. To ensure that deposition patterns can develop without topo
graphic constraints and under uniform wind conditions, buildings are
examined on an open beach. Derived relationships have been validated
against results of one full-scale model test. Given the lack of knowledge

of large-scale effects of buildings on the beach-dune system, this paper
focuses on the larger scale deposition patterns around buildings, rather
than on the local erosion features directly at the corners of the buildings
(Poppema et al., 2019).
In this paper, we first present an overview of the expected effects of
building dimensions on airflow and sedimentation patterns based on
literature (section 2), followed by a description of the experimental setup, the data collection and analysis methods (section 3). In section 4 we
present the results of the experiments and predictive relationships be
tween building dimensions and size of initial deposition patterns.
Finally, the paper ends with a discussion and conclusion.
2. Theory on airflow and sediment dynamics around buildings
Aeolian deposition and erosion patterns around buildings are the
direct effect of airflow around buildings. Therefore, existing studies on
airflow patterns around buildings (e.g. Hunt, 1971; Martinuzzi and
Tropea, 1993; Peterka et al., 1985) can be used to hypothesize how
building size and shape quantitatively depend on the size of sedimen
tation and erosion patterns. However, the step from flow structures to
sand transport and to sedimentation and erosion patterns is far from
straightforward (Kok et al., 2012), so the effect of building properties on
sand transport and morphology have to be studied explicitly.
2.1. Airflow around buildings
The airflow pattern around bluff objects like buildings differs
markedly from the airflow over natural bedforms and dunes. In both
cases, flow is diverted over and around an object. However, over
streamlined bedforms, flow more or less follows the topography,
whereas at sharp building edges (additional) flow separation, recircu
lation and turbulence occur. As a result, the wind around buildings
forms a horseshoe vortex and creates a highly turbulent wake behind the
building (Fackrell, 1984; Hunt, 1971, Fig. 11 Martinuzzi and Tropea,
1993; Peterka et al., 1985).
The formation of this horseshoe vortex (Fig. 2) can be explained by
the wind profile approaching the building. Wind approaching a building
causes increased pressure at the upwind building face. Part of the wind is
directly diverted over the building and to the sides. However, as wind
velocity and thereby pressure increase with elevation, a downward flow
is also formed. The upward and downward flows are separated by a
stagnation zone at around 2/3 to ¾ of the building height (Peterka et al.,
1985). Above this zone, the wind is diverted upwards and to the sides.
Below this zone, the wind is diverted downwards and to the sides. This
downward flow creates a reverse flow close to the ground, upwind of the
building, which leads to a rotating vortex in front of the building. This
vortex is wrapped around the building by the wind, thereby obtaining
the horseshoe shape (Hunt, 1971; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993; Peterka

Fig. 1. Buildings on the beach. A) A row of holiday houses with some deposition behind the houses (e.g. the white oval), in Kijkduin, The Netherlands. B) A beach
restaurant with a more bare dune behind it (the white oval) in Kijkduin, The Netherlands. C) Houses with substantial deposition built in Pacific City, USA (photo
courtesy of Oregon Parks and Recreation Department).
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2.2. Erosion-deposition patterns around buildings
The airflow around buildings affects windblown sediment transport,
giving rise to deposition and erosion patterns. Wind tunnel experiments
on erosion and deposition around buildings (Iversen et al., 1990, 1991;
Tominaga et al., 2018) reported strong erosion at the upwind building
edge and especially the upwind corners. Deposition occurred some
distance upwind of the building and downwind in the lee of the building,
with the latter also being referred to as a shadow dune or sand shadow
(Bagnold, 1941; Luo et al., 2012). A phenomenological examination of
sand deposition and erosion around our scale models at the beach
(Poppema et al., 2019) agreed with the erosion at the upwind building
edge and the upwind deposition area a small distance upwind of the
building. In addition, strong deposition tails were found downwind of
the building and occasionally along the building, approximately at the
location of the horseshoe vortex tails in Fig. 2. Similar deposition fea
tures were reported in several experiments on snow accumulation
around buildings (Liu et al., 2018; Thiis, 2003; Thiis and Gjessing, 1999;
see Poppema, 2020 for an overview), that were performed both in wind
tunnels and in the field.
The next step is quantitatively linking the size of this deposition to
building dimensions. As quantitative knowledge on the location of
sedimentation and erosion is poorly developed, related processes can be
used to improve understanding of these deposition and erosion patterns.
For example, deposition upwind of beach buildings can be compared to
echo dunes in front of natural vertical cliffs as found in deserts and at
beaches (Tsoar, 1983; Tsoar and Blumberg, 1991). Tsoar (1983) exam
ined echo dune formation upwind of such cliffs using a wind tunnel. He
observed that dunes formed a small distance upwind of the cliffs. Using
cliff height h and a cliff over the full wind tunnel width, the initial
separation distance was 0.3 h–0.4 h, while the dune crest was located at
0.5 h–0.6 h upwind of the cliff. As echo dunes grew higher, their crest
remained at the same location, but the edge grew toward the cliff.
The scaling of airflow structures around buildings with building di
mensions may be used as a basis to predict the size of deposition pat
terns. However, airflow and sand transport around buildings are
expected to differ in how they depend on building height. Wind speed
increases away from the bed. Hence, the amount of wind blocked or
diverted by buildings increases more than linearly with building height.
Sand transport, to the contrary, is mainly concentrated in a saltation
layer close to the bed. Common saltation layer heights are less than 0.5
m (Dong et al., 2003; Rotnicka, 2013), so lower than any building
height. Hence, the amount of blocked or diverted sand transport is ex
pected to increase little with building height. The downwind recircula
tion length R for airflow behind buildings as described in eq. (1) also
functions as a general scaling length for airflow around buildings (Wilson,
1979). The length and height of the recirculation cells on top of the
building and behind the building scale linearly with R (i.e. their size is
proportional to R). Likewise, R is used to describe the width of the
recirculation cell and of the building wake (see Fig. 2), airflow stream
lines and diffusion around buildings (Schulman et al., 2000). Given that
R is used as a scaling length for the airflow and diffusion near buildings,
it might also serve as a scaling length to predict the size of aeolian
deposition.
However, with building height having less effect on sediment
transport than on airflow patterns, the scaling length R as used for
airflow patterns likely has to be adapted to be applicable for deposition
patterns. Therefore, we introduce B, a new scaling length for deposition
around buildings (eq. (2)), in which the powers of 2/3 and 1/3 are kept the
same as in R, but the building width is consistently given the larger
power to reflect its importance for sand transport. We expect that
deposition patterns scale better with scaling length B than with R.

Fig. 2. The airflow patterns around a building oriented perpendicular to the
wind (adapted from Oke et al., 2017).

et al., 1985).
The size of the vortex upwind of the building and hence the upwind
recirculation length Ru (i.e. the distance between the flow separation
point and the upwind building edge) depend on the building width (w)
and height (h) (Beranek, 1984; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993; Peterka
et al., 1985) and on the turbulent intensity (Peterka et al., 1985). With
increasing building width or height, more wind is diverted, increasing
the vortex size. Beranek (1984) approximated this effect with Ru =
√̅̅̅̅̅̅
0.7 wh for aspect ratios (w/h ratios) between 0.8 and 3. However, for
increasing building width, the effect is partially counteracted by more
wind being diverted over the building instead of to the sides, causing a
lowering of the stagnation point (Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993).
Consequently, in the experiments of Martinuzzi and Tropea (1993), Ru =
0.8w0.4 h0.6 matched the results better for similar aspect ratios.
Furthermore, they noted that the separation length becomes almost
width-independent for wide buildings, between aspect ratios of 4 and 6.
The separated flow over the building edges can reattach at the top
and sides of the building. Whether it reattaches before reaching the back
of the building depends on the building’s length-to-width and length-to
height ratio and on the turbulent intensity (Fackrell, 1984; Hunt, 1971;
Peterka et al., 1985). This reattachment roughly occurs if building
√̅̅̅
length l is larger than 1 2 h (Fackrell, 1984). If flow reattaches on the
building, a separate recirculation cell, also called a separation cavity, is
formed downwind of the building. If flow reattachment does not occur,
the flow at the side and top of the building forms one joint recirculation
cell with the flow behind the building (Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993;
Peterka et al., 1985). In this case, the downwind recirculation length, so
the distance between the downwind building edge and the flow reat
tachment point behind the building (see Fig. 2) becomes larger (Fack
rell, 1984).
The downwind recirculation length R can be described with eq. (1)
(ASHRAE, 2005; Wilson, 1979).
/
/
R = min(w, h)2/3 ⋅max(w, h)1/3 , 1 8 < w h < 8
(1)
/

Alternative relationships between building dimensions and recircu
lation length can be found in e.g. Fackrell (1984) and Martinuzzi and
Tropea (1993). Downwind of the recirculation cell, the airflow in the
building wake still differs from the undisturbed wind field by having,
along the centreline behind the building, a lower mean velocity and a
higher turbulent intensity. For building aspect ratios between 1 and 4,
this wake extends behind the building up to a distance of 10–30 times
the building height (Peterka et al., 1985). Taking x as the distance
behind the building, the velocity deficit decays with x− 1.3 behind
approximately cubical buildings (Hunt, 1971; Peterka et al., 1985) and
with x− 1 behind really wide buildings (Hunt, 1971). With wind being
diverted to the sides, wind in the horseshoe vortex behind a building (i.e.
more to the sides) has both a higher velocity and a higher turbulent
intensity.

B = w2/3 ⋅h1/3

3
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2.3. Development rate of deposition patterns

elevations, thereby delaying the wind speed decay (Kothari et al., 1986).
An intermediate value of for instance β = 1 would result in a deposition
length that is exactly linear with U0. This is quite similar to the result of
U1.33
0 , so even though the exact scaling is still unknown, the initial
downwind deposition length that can develop within a given timespan
scales close to linearly with wind speed.
For deposition sizes other than the downwind length, the effect of
wind speed is more difficult to predict. The analysis for the initial
downwind deposition length is based on explicit relations for the
downwind gradient in windspeed magnitude. Without explicit de
scriptions of the lateral gradient and the upwind wind field, the effect of
wind speed on the downwind deposition width and upwind width and
length cannot be quantified. However, the general principle still holds
that at higher wind speeds, a similar gradient in the sediment transport
rate (i.e. a similar deposition rate) can be reached at a smaller gradient
in the wind speed magnitude, so further from the building. Besides,
lateral variations in wind speed are probably more local than downwind
variations because advection dominantly works in x-direction. If the
lateral decay of wind speed disturbances is faster (if β in eq. (5) is larger),
then deposition width is less affected by wind speed than deposition
length.

Airflow patterns around buildings are generally independent of the
wind speed, in the sense that the spatial pattern, expressed as a local
wind speed U divided by the undisturbed wind speed U0, does not
depend on U0 (Fackrell, 1984; Peterka et al., 1985). However, this im
plies that the absolute value of the wind speed at a given location will
scale linearly with the undisturbed wind speed. This absolute wind
speed is important for the creation of deposition patterns, because it
determines the aeolian sediment transport capacity. This in turn affects
deposition length, as further described below.
For the wind speed in the far wake of the building (downwind of the
recirculation cell), there are some general expressions (Kothari et al.,
1986; Peterka et al., 1985) for the dependence of U on the distance
downwind of the building, x, allowing us to quantify the effect of wind
speed on deposition rate. In the horseshoe vortex, which approximately
coincides with the main deposition areas (Thiis and Gjessing, 1999), the
wind speed is higher than the undisturbed wind speed. The wind speed
excess (ΔU/U0) decays with the distance downwind of the building. This
can be described by eq. (3), in which the wind speed excess decays
inversely proportional to xβ and α is a constant smaller than 1 (Hansen
and Cermak, 1975; Peterka et al., 1985). Such a decreasing wind speed
would mean a decreasing sediment transport rate, hence explaining the
deposition areas behind a building. Assuming that deposition is domi
nantly determined by downwind gradients in the wind speed (i.e.
neglecting the contribution from local changes in the wind direction)
and that the sediment transport rate is proportional to the wind speed to
the power n, then eq. (4) describes the sediment transport rate Qs and eq.

3. Methodology
3.1. Set-up experiments at the beach
A field experiment with scale models of buildings at the beach was
used to examine aeolian deposition and erosion patterns around beach
buildings (see Fig. 3, Fig. 4). The scale models consisted of cuboid stacks
of cardboard boxes. To examine the effect that building size and shape
have on the size of deposition patterns, the scale models size and shape
were varied. The model length, width, and height ranged between 1 and
4 boxes, with individual boxes being 33 × 50 × 35 cm (w x l x h). Boxes
were filled with a sandbag to prevent them from being blown away.
The experiment was conducted at the beach instead of in a wind
tunnel, to allow testing under natural conditions and at a natural scale.
While wind tunnels are commonly used to model airflow around
buildings, modelling sediment transport as well is more problematic as it
involves the scaling of additional processes (creep, saltation), quantities
(grain density, fall velocity, sediment flux) and length and time scales
(grain size, saltation layer height, saturation length). Unfortunately,
these cannot be properly scaled due to irreconcilable processes and
dimensionless numbers (Duthinh and Simiu, 2011; White, 1996).
Furthermore, turbulent field conditions are notoriously difficult to
simulate in wind tunnels (Duthinh and Simiu, 2011) but indispensable
for the flow structures around buildings (Peterka et al., 1985; Smith
et al., 2017). By placing models at the beach, the models could be larger
than what is possible in a wind tunnel for sand transport, thereby alle
viating the scaling issues. Nevertheless, some degree of scaling was still
applied in the field experiments – approximately a 1:10 to 1:3 scale for a
typical Dutch beach hut of 3 × 6 × 3 m – to make the set-up more flexible
and manageable.
Scale models were placed at the beach in the morning, and the
resulting deposition patterns were recorded at the end of the day, so that

dQs
(5) the deposition rate − dx
. For large x (more than a few times the
recirculation length R), the deposition rate is then approximately pro
Un

0
portional to x1+β
.
(
)
α
U = U0 1 + β
x

(3)

(
α )n
Qs ∝U n = U0n ⋅ 1 + β
x
−

(4)

(
dQs
α )n− 1 1
⋅ 1+β
∝U0n ⋅αβn⋅ 1 + β
x
dx
x

(5)

Eq. (5) shows that the deposition rate increases with wind speed, so
deposition patterns around a building will develop faster at higher wind
speeds. We can now also quantify how this affects the observed depo
sition length over a given timespan, if we assume that a certain mini
mum elevation change is needed to be detectable in the field as
deposition (such as during our experiments).
For a given timespan, the minimum elevation change that defines the
edge of the deposition pattern will now occur at a distance x where dh =

dQ
dx

.dt has a certain value. So for this given timespan, the deposition rate
at the detectable edge of the deposition pattern is fixed. Hence, at the
Un

0
deposition edge, x1+β
is a constant, such that with an increase in U0, the x-

n/(1+β)

coordinate of the deposition edge will increase proportional to U0
.
In other words, the deposition length that can develop within a given
n/(1+β)

timespan scales with U0
.
It is known that the aeolian sediment transport rate scales approxi
mately quadratically with the wind speed (Kok et al., 2012; Ungar and
Haff, 1987), so n is approximately 2. Based on a perturbation analysis,
Hunt (as cited by Hansen and Cermak, 1975; Kothari et al., 1979) ex
pected the downwind vortex strength and wind speed excess to scale
√̅̅̅
inversely proportional to x for x > 5h, meaning β is likely close to 0.5.
This would make the downwind deposition length proportional to U1.33
0 .
However, this value of β is still uncertain. A decay as quick as x− 1.3, like
Peterka et al. (1985) measured for the velocity deficit at the centreline
behind a building, is unlikely due to (extra building-induced) turbulence
and vortices that convect air with higher velocities down from higher

Fig. 3. The set-up at one of the days (12-10-2018), testing the effect of building
width and height. Note: scale model configuration, orientation and location
changed between all experiments.
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Fig. 4. A sketch (distance between scale models not to scale) of the set-up
shown in Fig. 3.

patterns could develop for one day. For each experiment, the orientation
of the boxes was tuned to the dominant wind direction during placement
of the scale models (cf. Fig. 4). For the analysis, we regard the orienta
tion of the boxes as completely perpendicular to the wind, without
taking variations in wind direction (<15◦ over a day, see Table 1) into
account. In total there were four days during which sedimentation and
erosion patterns around models were successfully recorded. Six to ten
models (i.e. six to ten stacks of different dimensions) were placed on the
beach every day (see Figs. 3 and 4), making for a total of 32
observations.
The experiments were mainly conducted at the Sand Motor in the
Netherlands (Fig. 5). The beach is more than 500 m wide at this mega
beach nourishment. Exact locations on the Sand Motor were chosen
based on the prevailing wind conditions of a day to ensure large fetch
lengths (more than 400 m): close to the sea for offshore wind directions
(11-10-2018; 12-10-2018) and vice versa (23-10-2018). The median
grain size at the Sand Motor is 335 μm (Hoonhout and De Vries, 2019).
One experiment took place at the beach near Formerum, Terschelling.
Here the beach is approximately 300 m wide, so in combination with the
almost shore-parallel wind that occurred, aeolian sand transport was
well developed. The median grain size here is approximately 200 μm
(Guillén and Hoekstra, 1997). Table 1 shows an overview of the con
ducted experiments.
During the experiment, the wind speed and direction were measured
using a 2D Windsonic ultrasonic anemometer, at 1.8 m high and with a
1 s interval. The height of the saltation layer was measured with a
vertical array of 10 Wenglor laser particle counters (see Goossens et al.,
2018; Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2011). The Wenglors were placed be
tween 5 cm and approximately 1 m above the bed, with the height of the
highest sensors varying slightly to ensure the highest Wenglor was
placed higher than the scale model height. The saltation layer height
varied between 15 and 25 cm, so in all cases lower than the lowest scale
models. Furthermore, a time-lapse with a 10 s interval was made with a
camera from a height of 5 m, to be able to later identify interesting

Fig. 5. A map with the locations of the experiments, indicated by X on the local
maps. A and B indicate locations of one-day experiments. C indicates the
location of the 5-week experiment.

events, such as streamers or natural bedforms migrating trough the
experiment area.
Additionally, a longer-term experiment was conducted, where two
scale models were placed on the beach for multiple weeks: a small scale
model and a full-scale model. The small scale model was a box of 0.5 × 2
× 0.5 m, so comparable in size to the one-day experiments, but more
elongated in shape. The full-scale model, consisting of two shipping
containers, measured 2.5 × 12 × 2.5 m, so with comparable proportions
as the small scale model, but in size comparable to a real beach hut. The
goals of this experiment were to determine whether the results from the
small-scale one-day experiments also apply on the scale of a beach hut,
and to examine morphological development over a longer period. This
experiment took place in Noordwijk, The Netherlands, at a beach of
approximately 150 m wide, with a measured median grain size of 300
μm (C. van IJzendoorn, pers. comm., June 8, 2020). Both scale models
were placed parallel to the coast, 20 m from each other and the dune
foot. The dominant wind direction was alongshore to slightly onshore,
so approximately facing the short side of the scale models. Multiple
storms occurred, including a heavy storm 2 days after the experiment
started (Fig. 6). Results were measured at three different days (Table 2):
after 1 and 3 storms days to examine the initial development, and after 5
weeks to examine the longer-term effects. Within this paper, this

Table 1
An overview of the conducted one-day experiments. For conciseness, the scale model size is indicated in boxes. Each box is 33 × 50 × 35 cm (w x l x h). The indicated
wind speed is the average measured wind speed during the experiments. The wind direction variation is the difference between the dominant wind direction at the start
and end of the experiment.
Date

Location

Wind speed [m/
s]

Wind direction variation
[◦ ]

Variables
tested

Configurations w x l x h
[boxes]

Remarks

29-052018
11-102018

Terschelling

6.9

15

l; h

3 × 1,2,4 × 1,2

Sand Motor

5.9

10

w; h

12-102018
23-102018

Sand Motor

7.3

10

w; h

Sand Motor

9.5

15

w; h; l

1,2,2,4 × 1 x 1;
2,4 × 1 x 2;
1,2 × 1 x 4
2 × 1,2,4 × 1,2;
1 × 1 × 1; 3 × 3 × 3
1,2,4 × 1,2 × 1;
2 × 1,2 × 1,2

bed moist due to closeness to groundwater
table
bed moist due to location on intertidal beach

5

bed moist due to location on intertidal beach
–
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throughout the experimental area for referencing. Additionally, for the
measurement on 11-03-2020, markers were placed as ground control
points and their position was measured by RTK GPS, with a vertical and
horizontal accuracy of approximately 2 cm. Further details of the cam
era set-up, photos, and weather conditions affecting the photos can be
found in Table 3.
3.2. Structure-from-motion photogrammetry
Agisoft Metashape (previously named Agisoft Photoscan) was used
for the structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry. Within Meta
shape, a 3D point cloud was calculated from overlap between photos.
Based on interpolation of the point cloud, a digital elevation model
(DEM) was constructed. Projecting the photos onto the DEM resulted in
an orthophoto (i.e. an ortho-rectified or distortion-free top view) of the
experimental area. In Metashape the accuracy was set to high for photo
alignment and dense cloud generation, resulting in a horizontal reso
lution of approximately 2 mm for the DEM and orthophoto.
For the one-day experiments, a subset of the scale bars (between 4
and 10) was used as a reference to set the scale and improve the camera
alignment in Metashape. The RMS error of these scale bars was generally
below 2 mm and 3 mm for 23-10-2018. The horizontal accuracy was
additionally assessed using another subset of the scale bars (at least 12),
that was not used in the referencing procedure. The RMS error of this
new subset of scale bars ranged between 2 and 7 mm for the different
surveys, which given the 60 cm scalebar length amounts to a relative
error of 1.2 per cent or less. For the 5-week experiment, we assessed the
horizontal accuracy by comparing the length and width of the scale
models, as measured on the orthophotos of the three measurement days.
These measurements, that should all have a fixed size, differed less than
2 mm for the small scale model and less than 25 mm for the large scale
model, which amounts to errors of less than 0.6 per cent.
With this accuracy and resolution, the structure-from-motion
photogrammetry managed to capture the results well. The orthophoto
was successful and sharp in all cases. The digital elevation models
showed more variation in quality, with some completely successful,
while others were locally disturbed by noise (see Fig. 7), or in case of the
results of 23–10-2018, strongly disturbed by noise. This difference be
tween DEM quality and orthophoto quality is caused by DEMs being
more sensitive to projection errors than orthophotos: a difference in the
vertical position of a few cm by definition changes the DEM, but it does
not really affect the projection of a photo as needed for the orthophoto.

Fig. 6. Wind speed and wind direction during the 5-week experiment at
Noordwijk. For comparison, wind speeds are converted to of height of 1.8 m as
measured during the one-day experiments. The dashed orange line in the lower
panel indicates the orientation of the coast and of the long axis of the scale
models, with values above the orange line being landward blowing wind. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
Table 2
An overview of the measurements taken at the 5-week experiment conducted at
Noordwijk. The indicated wind speeds are the average of all wind speeds higher
than 6 m/s.
Date

Period

Wind Speed
[m/s]

Remarks

09-022020
11-022020
11-032020

1 storm
day
3 storm
days
5 weeks

10

For the container, only upwind
deposition was measurable
Tails of full-scale model end up in dune

17
13

Small scale model located in tail of fullscale model

experiment is referred to as the 5-week experiment.
Wind speed data was derived from a WindGuru measurement station
at approximately 100 m from the experiment, that measures the 10-min
average wind speeds at 10 m above the bed. Measurements were con
verted to a height of 1.8 m, as measured by the WindSonic anemometer
in the one-day experiments, using a constant factor of 1.7, derived from
a 3 day period for which WindSonic and WindGuru measurements at the
test site were compared. To obtain a representative wind speed for days
with actual sand transport, the wind speeds as displayed in Table 1 are
the average of all wind speed measurements of at least 6 m/s.
The sedimentation and erosion patterns were measured using
structure-from-motion photogrammetry (Fonstad et al., 2013), a tech
nique that has been used extensively in recent years for high-resolution
geomorphic surveys of beaches and dunes (e.g. Scarelli et al., 2017;
Sturdivant, 2017; Van Puijenbroek, 2017). For the 1-day experiments,
photos of the experimental area were taken from a height of 5 m using a
camera on a telescopic stick. Photos were only taken at the end of each
experiment to avoid the extra disturbance a pre-experiment survey
would have created in the form of additional footsteps in the area. Given
that the deposition detection method was primarily based on ortho
photos rather than elevation data (see section 3.3), having a
pre-experiment survey was also of lesser importance. For the 5-week
experiment in Noordwijk photos were also collected with the camera
on the telescopic stick, except for the last survey (11-03-2020) when
photos were taken with a Phantom 4 Pro drone as, opposed to the other
days, wind conditions were sufficiently mild to fly the drone. In all cases
automatic white balance settings were used. Scale bars were dispersed

3.3. Methodology of data analysis
To determine the location and size of the deposition patterns both the
orthophoto and the DEM were used, but primarily the orthophoto.
Section 3.3.1 defines the types of deposition features that were
measured. For these measurements, scale-model-induced deposition had
to be distinguished from the unaffected beach surface. Hereto a semiautomated method was used. The edges of the deposition areas were
first detected using an image recognition algorithm based on orthophoto
brightness and smoothness (section 3.3.2). Next, deposition size was
measured based on the detected edges and, as a quality control, these
values were compared to a visual assessment of the deposition size
(section 3.3.3). Finally, the measured deposition sizes were analysed to
determine how they correlated with building dimensions and wind
speed (section 3.3.4).
The semi-automated method for deposition detection was chosen to
combine the strong points of both automated detection and detection by
eye. Deposition around scale models can be recognized from a number of
properties. In the first place, the deposition areas in our experiments
were generally lighter than their surroundings and showed less variation
in colour, because of freshly deposited sand covering shells and other
surface irregularities (see also Fig. 8 and Poppema et al., 2019). Image
brightness and smoothness can easily be quantified with an algorithm
6
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Table 3
Camera and photo properties and weather conditions when taking the photos.
Date

Experiment

Camera, lens

Photo
properties

Number of
photos

Weather conditions

29-052018
11-102018
12-102018
23-102018
09-022020
11-022020
11-032020

1-day
experiments

Canon EOS 450D with a 20 mm lens (58◦ horizontal angle of view)

12 Mpix jpeg

469

Sunny, dry

Olympus E-PL7 with a 20 mm lens (47◦ horizontal angle of view)

16 Mpix raw

356

Sunny, dry

Olympus E-PL7

16 Mpix raw

416

Mostly sunny, dry

Olympus E-PL7

16 Mpix raw

459

Mostly cloudy, dry

Olympus E-PL7

16 Mpix raw

742

Cloudy, dry

Olympus E-PL7

16 Mpix raw

1501

Phantom 4 Pro drone with fixed 8.8 mm lens (74◦ horizontal angle of
view)

20 Mpix jpeg

1836

Mostly cloudy, dry but recent
rain
Mostly sunny, dry

5-week
experiment

Fig. 7. Detail of the photogrammetry results, with the circle indicating an area locally disturbed by noise on the DEM (right), but still sharp on the orthophoto (left).
Elevations are relative to a fitted quadratic surface of the experimental area, to highlight local differences caused by erosion and deposition (12-10-2018, scale model
of 0.66 × 1x0.7 m).

3.3.1. Deposition features of interest
To determine the location and size of the deposition patterns, several
deposition features were measured (see Fig. 8). Upwind of the scale
models, a deposition area generally developed a small distance from the
building, with a steep slope - close to the angle of repose - facing the
scale model. Of this upwind deposition, the upwind length (Lu) was
measured from the upwind building edge and the upwind width (Wu) at
the widest point. The upwind separation distance (ΔLu), so the distance
between the model and deposition, was measured both at the crest of the
steep slope and at the very edge of the upwind deposition (closest to the
building), in both cases measured at the centreline of the scale model.
Downwind, buildings generally developed two deposition tails. For each
tail, the downwind length (Ld) was measured from the downwind
building edge and the downwind width (Wd) at its widest location.
Furthermore, the downwind spread (S), so the largest distance between
the outer edges of both tails, was measured.
Height information from the digital elevation models was only used
in the manual estimate of the horizontal deposition extent and not for
quantifying vertical deposition size and deposition volume. Because of
our focus on initial deposition size (so deposition dominated by the scale
model effect on airflow) the precise height of deposition was of lesser
importance, as vertical build-up in initial deposition areas continues
with time, where transport rate and duration will influence how fast this
vertical buildup occurs. Indeed, deposition heights varied between ex
periments, ranging from only being visible as a colour difference
without measurable vertical elevation change, to occasionally more than
10 cm. As argued in section 2.3, the effect of wind speed (as proxy for
transport rate) on horizontal size of initial deposition areas is expected to
be approximately linear, and such effects of wind speed are examined in

Fig. 8. The definition of the deposition size features.

from an orthophoto, and offer a consistent and repeatable criterion for
identifying the edge of deposition across all set-ups and orthophotos.
The human eye can more easily combine more qualitative indicators to
recognize scale model-induced deposition such as its position relative to
the scale models, the presence and orientation of ripples, the degree to
which shells and other large particles were covered, shadows and colour
differences, as well as combine it with height information from the DEM.
These additional indicators were used to check the algorithmic results,
to combine the consistent and repeatable results of an image recognition
algorithm with the human ability to recognize patterns under changing
circumstances and from multiple information sources.
7
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the Results section.

dimensions were kept in case they were plausible: deposition could be
quite diffuse, so sometimes the edge of the detection could be quite
different, but still realistic. The manual measurement was used in case
the automatic edge detection was clearly incorrect.
For the upwind separation distance at the crest, the edge detection
algorithm was never used. This was always measured by hand based on
the DEM, as the algorithm did not include height information. For the
upwind separation distance at the edge (see Fig. 8) manual correction
was needed in nearly all the cases: due to the smaller feature size and
reflections and shadows from the scale models, the edge detection al
gorithm did not perform well here. For the other features, this correction
was needed in 25 per cent of the cases.

3.3.2. Edge detection algorithm
To distinguish the deposition patterns in the one-day experiments, an
edge detection algorithm was used. This algorithm is based on the
orthophotos, because deposition varied greatly in height, and occa
sionally consisted of a very thin layer that was only visible on the
orthophotos and not on elevation maps. Thresholding is applied to the
orthophotos to distinguish the lighter and smoother deposition areas
from the undisturbed bed. The workflow to detect these areas consists of
three steps: image preparation, binarization and edge detection (Fig. 9).
For the 5-week experiment, with larger deposition heights and lower
contrast due to drier background surfaces, this algorithm was not used,
and measurements were primarily based on the elevation map.
As image preparation, the orthophoto of the area was downscaled to
a 1 cm resolution and then converted to greyscale. Next, the image in
tensity was normalized. The area (pixels) with boxes was filtered out, to
only look at the sandy areas. The remaining image intensity was
normalized, by assigning pixels that were 3 standard deviations darker/
brighter than the mean as black resp. white (value 0 resp. 255).
This grayscale image was binarized, to divide the area in ‘deposition
areas’ and ‘rest’. Deposition areas were generally lighter than their
surroundings, so pixels were classified as deposition if they were lighter
than some threshold T. To take the lower variation of deposition areas
into account, the value of T was increased in areas with large variation.
This was implemented using an adapted version of the Sauvola algo
rithm (Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000; Shafait et al., 2008). Further
details can be found in the appendix.
Finally, edge detection was used to focus on the largest detected
areas. Hereto all areas with a surface area of less than 0.25 m2 (2500
pixels) were removed. Next, the remaining areas were merged if they
were less than 4 pixels (4 cm) apart and the outer edges of these areas
were plotted.

3.3.4. Relating deposition size to building dimensions and wind speed
After determining the deposition size, the effect of separate building
dimensions (w, h and l) and compound scaling lengths (R and B, see eqs.
(1) and (2)) on the horizontal deposition size was examined. For the
downwind length and width, the deposition size was based on the
average value of both tails. In case only one tail has been measured, that
value was used. The strength of these effects was determined using
linear regression, based only on the one-day experiments with boxes.
Results of the 5-week experiment were compared to the one-day
experiment results, but both small-scale and full-scale results were
excluded from the regression to serve as first validation for how well the
derived relationships perform for longer periods and full-scale buildings.
The effect of wind speed was examined next. From the theory,
measured downwind deposition length is expected to increases linearly
with wind speed – if the measurement duration and other conditions are
similar and the bed remains flat enough that initial conditions still
apply. For the other measures of deposition size, the effect of wind speed
is not known yet. To determine which deposition dimensions were
affected by the wind speed, the effect of building dimensions on depo
sition was first removed by dividing the deposition dimensions by B.
Then the residual variation was examined: we assessed for which
deposition dimensions a significant linear correlation (α = 0.01) existed
between wind speed and the deposition dimension divided by B. For the
deposition dimensions with significant wind speed effects, a new trend
for B was calculated, compensated for the effect of wind speed. Hereto
correlation was examined between B and the deposition dimensions
divided by the relative wind speed U/Ū (so the wind speed divided by
the average wind speed of the four days).

3.3.3. Deposition measurement and correction
From the detected deposition edges (Fig. 9), the areas of interest
were selected, so the upwind deposition and the downwind deposition
areas. Then these areas were measured: the width, length and separation
distance of the upwind deposition, and the width, length and spread of
the downwind deposition areas, as described in section 3.3.1. This is
sketched in Fig. 10A.
Next, as a control, the extent of the deposition was also manually
estimated based on visual identification of the deposition area (Fig. 10B
and C). This visual identification was based on the degree to which shells
and other large particles were covered by sand, shadows and colour
differences in the orthophoto, the location with respect to the scale
models, the presence and orientation of ripples, and height information
from the DEM. Fig. 11 shows a more detailed example, to illustrate how
shells, ripples and colour differences were used to estimate deposition
dimensions.
The measurements of the automatically detected deposition areas
were compared to the manually derived estimate (Fig. 10D and E). If the
results of the manual estimate was significantly different (more than
10%), automatically detected edges were further examined. Automatic

4. Results
The deposition patterns of the one-day experiments (Fig. 12A–D) and
of the 5-week experiment at Noordwijk (Fig. 12E and F) were measured
to determine how deposition size depends on the building dimensions.
The deposition patterns around the scale models were substantial in size:
the total deposition length (from upwind to downwind edge) and width
could be an order of magnitude larger than the horizontal scale model
dimensions (see e.g. Fig. 12D). Next, the effect of the building di
mensions on the horizontal deposition dimensions was examined in
more detail. Table 4 shows how the dimensions of the one-day scale
models correlate with the deposition dimensions. The scale model width

Fig. 9. The edge detection algorithm. NB: The original orthophoto (left image) is in colour, there is just very little colour visible. After preparation it converted to
grayscale. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. The measurement of deposition size, indicated by arrows on the orthophotos and DEM for one scale model (29-05-2018, model of 1 × 0.5 × 0.35 m). A)
Measurement of the algorithmically detected edges, here plotted in blue on the binarized orthophoto. B) Manual measurements on the orthophoto, based on visual
inspection. C) Manual measurements on an elevation map. Elevations are relative to a fitted quadratic surface, to highlight local differences caused by erosion and
deposition. D) The workflow for comparing algorithmic and manual measurements. E) Example of the determination of deposition size from algorithmic and manual
measurements. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

had far more effect on the deposition dimensions than the model height
and length. Although model height has little predictive value on its own,
using both width and height information - by means of R or B - sub
stantially improves the correlation. Of the two, B (eq. (2)) scores better
than R (eq. (1)). This effect of B, based on only the one-day experiments,
is also plotted as a trendline in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13 also shows the measurements of the 5-week experiment,
including both a full-scale model (Fig. 12E) and a small scale model
(Fig. 12F). Three measurements were taken during the 5-week experi
ment: after 1 storm day, 3 storms days and 5 weeks. For the full-scale
model, deposition developed more slowly: after 1 storm day, it

exhibited no measurable downwind deposition, so only the upwind
deposition dimensions were measured and plotted in Fig. 13. Notable for
the result after 3 days is that the wind direction was at an angle of about
45◦ with respect to the scale models (Fig. 6), affecting the deposition
development (see Fig. 14A). Deposition dimensions have been measured
in the direction of the container in this case, so at an angle to the wind.
The deposition tails extended up to the dune toe, making tail lengths
difficult to measure. Therefore the measured lengths up to the dune foot
are indicated as a lower limit. Notable for the result after 5 weeks is that
the small scale model is situated exactly in the deposition tail of the
container due to the wind direction, causing it to become partially
9
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5 above it. Especially measured lengths are larger than expected: the
downwind length after 3 storm days and the upwind and downwind
length after 5 weeks are all well outside the confidence interval. This is
likely due to the combination of strong wind (see Table 2 and Fig. 6) and
a longer period compared to the one-day experiments.
Therefore, the effect of wind speed was examined next. Within the
one-day experiments, the deposition size, scaled (divided) by B, gener
ally increased with wind speed (not shown). For the downwind length
and downwind spread, this effect was significant at α = 0.01. Therefore,
we made new plots for the effect of B on deposition size, in which we
aimed to compensate for these wind speed effects. Dividing the depo
sition sizes by the relative wind speed (so U/Ū of the four days) improves
the correlation of only the upwind length, downwind length and
downwind spread (Fig. 15 and the last column of Table 4). In addition,
Table 4
Determination coefficients (R2 values) for the best linear fit between building
dimensions and deposition dimensions of the one-day experiments. For B* the
deposition dimensions have been divided by the relative daily wind speed U/Ū.
Individual R2 values that are not significant at an α = 0.01 level are indicated
between brackets.

Fig. 11. Detail of an orthophoto of upwind deposition, showing how shells,
ripples and colour differences were used to distinguish and measure the
deposition size (23-10-2018, model of 0.33 × 0.5 × 0.35 m). The blue line
indicates the best manual estimate of the deposition edge. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

buried (Figs. 12F and 14).
Comparing the 5-week experiment to the 1-day experiment, mea
surements from the first days of the 5-week experiment exhibit the best
agreement with the 1-day experiments. Of the measurements taken after
one storm day, 5 fall within the confidence interval of the 1-day
experiment, while two are just outside the interval. After three storm
days, mostly with wind at an angle to the scale models, 5 measurements
are within the confidence interval, and 5 above the interval. After 5
weeks, 2 measurements are within the interval, 2 below the interval and

Upwind width (Wu)
Upwind length (Lu)
Upwind separation distance
edge (ΔLu,edge)
Upwind separation distance
crest (ΔLu,crest)
Avg downwind width (Wd)
Avg downwind length (Ld)
Downwind spread (S)
Average R2 value

w

h

l

R

B

B*

0.51
0.38
(0.12)

(0.03)
(0.05)
0.29

(0.02)
(0.08)
(0.03)

0.44
0.38
0.51

0.60
0.48
0.38

0.54
0.54
0.17

0.62

0.28

(0.01)

0.77

0.85

0.64

0.59
(0.20)
0.32
0.39

(0.05)
(0.05)
0.44
0.17

(0.07)
(0.09)
(0.06)
0.05

0.51
0.29
0.64
0.51

0.68
0.30
0.60
0.56

0.66
0.47
0.73
0.54

Fig. 12. Examples of deposition around scale models,
with arrows indicating the (dominant) wind direc
tion. A) Small scale models of different length, with
upwind deposition and deposition tails visible as
lighter areas (29-05-2018). B) The nearest small scale
model of photo A from another angle. C) Deposition
with a considerable elevation difference (23-102018). D) An orthophoto of deposition (12-10-2018).
E) The full-scale model of the 5-week experiment,
showing deposition, erosion and undercutting under
the upwind side of the container (11-03-2020). F) The
small scale model of the 5-week experiment, halfburied and with a deposition tail downwind of the
model (11-02-2020).
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Fig. 13. Experimental results showing the effect of the building scaling length B on deposition size. Plotted trendlines are only based on the one-day experiments,
squares indicate results of the 5-week experiment with the small scale model (at B = 0.5 m) and full-scale model (at B = 2.5 m) in Noordwijk.

this scaling improves the match between the container results and the
empirical trendlines.
To test to what extent the power of 1/3 and 2/3 in B (eq. (2)) actually
match the data, we also fitted eq. (6) to the data, with x denoting any of
the deposition dimensions, and power γ and 1-γ to have powers with a
summed value of 1 (Wilson, 1979). Averaged over all the deposition
dimensions, the maximum determination coefficient (R2) was obtained
with a value of γ = 0.63, so very close to the 2/3 used in B. The R2 value
increases with less than 0.01 and the adjusted R2 value – where the value
of R2 is adjusted for the number of terms in a model to prevent over
fitting (Theil, 1961) – actually decreases, further supporting the original
powers in B.
x = α + β⋅wγ ⋅h1−

γ

5. Discussion
5.1. Experimental set-up: scaling and uncertainties
In this experiment, scale models were placed at the beach in order to
examine aeolian deposition around buildings. Using scale models, only
the building size was scaled and all other conditions (wind speed, grain
size, saltation height, etc.) were not. The downside of this approach is
that it can introduce scaling issues. Due to the high density of sand
compared to air, grains do not instantaneously follow airflow but take
some time and distance to adapt. Relative to the size of buildings and
airflow patterns, this adaptation length becomes larger. Furthermore,
sand transport occurs mostly in the saltation layer near the bed and
decreases with elevation, so sand transport over small scale models may
be larger than sand transport over actual buildings. This implies that
deposition behind a small scale model might over-estimate deposition
behind a full-scale building. However, measurements with a vertical
array of Wenglor sensors showed that our smallest scale models were
already higher than the saltation layer, hence this is assumed to have

(6)
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experiment quite well. Furthermore, if results from the 5-week experi
ment deviated from the relations, same-day measurements around the
full-scale model and the small scale model usually deviated in a similar
manner (see in Fig. 13 the upwind separation distance after 5 weeks, and
the downwind deposition length and width). Together, this suggests that
the importance of scaling issues for our experiment is limited, with likely
sand transport following the same paths, predominantly around (not
over) buildings, similar airflow around scale models and buildings and
these airflow patterns similarly controlling the deposition size and
location.
The morphological development was further affected by variations
in transport conditions. As expected, deposition patterns developed
more quickly on days with larger wind speeds, resulting in somewhat
larger horizontal deposition dimensions. This is especially visible for the
downwind deposition length and spread in the one-day experiments
(Table 4), fitting the hypothesis that the initial downwind length scales
linearly with wind speed. For the downwind spread, the increasing
deposition length is likely the underlying cause: for diverging tails,
downwind spread increases automatically with length. For the other
horizontal deposition sizes, there was no significant effect from wind
speed.
For the 5-week experiment, the wind speed effect largely explains the
deviations of the measured deposition dimension from the empirical
relations, especially for the downwind deposition length and spread (see
also Fig. 15). Moreover, the measurements were taken after multiple
days to a month, thereby giving the morphology a long time to develop,
further explaining the larger deposition. The exceptional weather con
ditions during the 5 weeks - multiple storms in a month with an almost
constant wind direction, dominantly alongshore directed and hardly any
rain - resulted in abundant aeolian transport that created deposition
patterns that are most likely exceptionally well developed in terms of
deposition size. Normally, frequent changes in wind direction lead to a

Fig. 14. Elevation maps of the deposition around the 5-week scale models at
Noordwijk. The small scale model is located around x = 15, y = 50. The
elevation is relative to a fitted quadratic surface to highlight local disturbances.
Higher elevations at the right hand edge are the toe of the dune. Left: elevation
map after 3 storm days. Right: elevation map after 5 weeks.

very little effect in our experiments.
In experiments similar to ours, on the deposition of snow around
scaled buildings in a natural environment, scaling issues only played a
small role (Liu et al., 2018; Oikawa and Tomabechi, 2000; Thiis, 2003;
Thiis and Gjessing, 1999). In addition, strong scaling issues within our
experiments would likely be visible as discontinuities in the relations
found, or relations breaking down at smaller scales. Our relations fit the
entire range of the one-day experiments and also match the results ob
tained around the full-scale model after the first days of the 5-week

Fig. 15. The effect of building scaling length B on deposition size, compensated for wind speed. Trendlines are only based on the one-day experiments, squares
indicate results of the 5-week experiment with the small scale model and full-scale model in Noordwijk. NB: subplots on the left are equal to Fig. 13.
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reshaping of morphological patterns, thereby limiting the maximum
deposition development.
The separation distance of the upwind deposition observed in the
full-scale test after 3 days of storm conditions was also larger than
predicted by the empirical relation. This could be related to the oblique
wind angle and very elongated scale model shape: this increased the
effective wind-facing surface, possibly creating a larger recirculation
vortex (see Fig. 2) and thereby increasing the separation distance. This
also indicates that wind at oblique angles to a building causes different
deposition patterns than perpendicular winds (see also the results in
Fig. 14), so this should be examined further. Conversely, the upwind
separation distance of the crest after a month was considerably smaller
than predicted. This may be explained by the strong topographic change
that occurred on the upwind side of the full-scale model. Erosion
undercutted the front of the model, causing the model to tilt down, while
simultaneously strong deposition occurred upwind of the model.
Together, this decreased the model height relative to the surrounding
bed level. This would decrease the size of the recirculation vortex up
wind of the model, over time allowing the upwind deposition to extend
further toward the full-scale model.
The 5-week experiment further demonstrated that the physical size
of scale models influences the time it takes for erosion and deposition to
develop. The small scale model showed clear deposition after one storm
day, while the full-scale model showed only starting upwind deposition
(lower than in front of the small scale model, and no crest visible), and
no visible downwind deposition yet. This implies that the results of the
small-scale one-day experiments may be interpreted as more or less
representative of the state around full-scale buildings after a somewhat
longer period.
The comparison of deposition patterns of the 5-week experiment to
those predicted by the empirical relations for initial deposition size also
revealed the extent to which these relations are meaningful for longerterm morphological development. Here initial refers to the situation in
which the building is situated on a generally flat bed, so that the building
itself dominates the airflow patterns and sediment dynamics. The 5week experiment examined deposition development around a small
and a full-scale model and for a longer period, which resulted in sub
stantial deposition also in the vertical dimension (up to 0.5 m). The
horizontal size of deposition patterns after 1 and 3 days of the 5-week
experiment, matched the empirical relations reasonably well, although
better for the small scale model than for the full-scale model (Fig. 13).
The deposition areas observed after 5 weeks were generally larger than
predicted by the relations. The larger deposition area could be partially
attributed to the high wind speeds (Table 2), but given the considerable
bed level change at this point (Fig. 14), the situation after 5 weeks could
likely no longer be characterized as initial deposition.
Although initial deposition areas grow with wind speed and with
time, this growth will not continue indefinitely. Over time, as the
deposition height increases, the topography itself starts to affect airflow,
partially cancelling out airflow effects induced by the building
(McKenna Neuman and Bédard, 2015; McKenna Neuman et al., 2013).
From the reasonable match between the results of the 5-week experi
ment and the windspeed-corrected empirical relations for initial depo
sition size, it seems that horizontal deposition growth after the
formation of initial deposition is relatively limited. Hence, the empirical
relationships of this study, with the exception of the upwind separation
distance, can reasonably be applied to approximate longer-term depo
sition size.
Finally, in the correction for wind speed effects, wind speed is used as
a proxy for sediment transport rate, as patterns develop more quickly
with larger transport rates. However, also other factors determine the
transport rate, such as fetch length, soil moisture and grain size (e.g.
Bauer et al., 2009; Delgado-Fernandez, 2010; Kok et al., 2012). With
experiments on different days and different locations this is considered a
source of the scatter around the derived relations. Similarly, variation in
wind speed or direction during a day and differences in the transport

duration between days may have caused some further scatter.
Apart from variation in these environmental conditions, the mea
surement accuracy also has some contribution to the scatter. As illus
trated by Fig. 10, there is uncertainty in identifying the edges of
deposition patterns, and sometimes there could be quite a wide range of
plausible locations for the border between deposition and undisturbed
beach (decimetres up to occasionally metres). To limit the subjectivity in
edge detection, an algorithm was applied to detect the edge, and visual
identification was only applied in case of clearly erroneous edge
detection.
5.2. Effect building dimensions on deposition size
In the observed patterns of erosion and deposition around the smallscale and full-scale models, deposition dominated and occurred in a
large area around the models, while erosion seemed to be restricted to
the area directly around the models in most cases (with erosion areas
judged from darker areas, areas with more shells or elevation data for
the one-day scale experiments (Poppema et al., 2019) and from eleva
tion data for the 5-week experiments). There are several reasons for this.
The strong acceleration of wind forced by a building only takes place
directly around a building, leading to a local increase of sediment
transport rates and erosion. The downwind deceleration and decrease of
sediment transport rates toward undisturbed equilibrium conditions is a
more gradual process, thereby taking place over a longer distance.
However, the amount of deposition and erosion also varied between the
cases. For instance, on day 2 and 3 of the small-scale experiments,
erosion was further limited by soil moisture. Conversely, the small-scale
experiments of day 4 (23-10-2018), conducted during high wind speeds,
and the 5-week experiment, experienced strong erosion at the upwind
building edges, resulting in undercutting of the scale models (Fig. 12E).
Overall, the observed dominance of deposition over erosion shows that
the buildings do not only redistribute sand locally (i.e. from erosive to
accreting areas), but that they can also capture sand that would other
wise be transported further downwind.
In the experiment, the upwind separation distance of the crest
showed exceptionally good correlation with B, while the upwind sepa
ration distance of the edge showed more variation. This fits the results of
Tsoar (1983), who found that in a wind tunnel the crest position of echo
dunes in front of a cliff was relatively fixed, while the edge position grew
toward a cliff with dune height. Together, these results imply that the
location of the crest of the upwind deposition is determined by the
building and by the airflow structures, while the edge depends also on
the deposition height and angle of repose and hence on a range of other
factors (most notably the experimental duration and sediment transport
rate). This is further supported by the fact that the relationship we found
for the morphological upwind separation distance of the crest (0.1 +
0.8B) is similar to the relations from earlier experiments on the aero
√̅̅̅̅̅̅
dynamic upwind separation distance: Ru = 0.7 wh and Ru = 0.8w0.4 h0.6
(Beranek, 1984; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993).
The length of deposition features showed the lowest correlations
with building dimensions, both for the upwind and downwind deposi
tion - although still clearly statistically significant at α = 0.01. A part of
this can be contributed to the wind speed: as demonstrated in the theorysection, wind speed affects deposition length more strongly than depo
sition width. With deposition length depending more strongly on local
conditions, the correlation with building properties becomes lower.
Overall, the new scaling length B for the deposition around buildings
(eq. (2)) correlates well with the measured deposition dimensions. In
earlier literature (Schulman et al., 2000; Wilson, 1979), length scale R
(eq. (1)) was used as a scaling factor for aerodynamic flow structures
around buildings. For B, the contribution of building width is set larger,
because building width is more important than building height for the
disruption of sediment transport: sediment transport occurs mostly close
to the bed. This physical reasoning, in combination with the fact that B is
13
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a simpler equation than R, yet correlates stronger with the one-day ex
periments, and the very close fit for B with the powers as calibration
parameters (eq. (6)) as well as the good match with 5-week and
larger-scale container results, instils confidence that B is an improve
ment over R for describing the dependence of deposition patterns on
building dimensions.
The small scale models, on which the empirical relations between
deposition size and building scaling length B are based, had aspect ratios
(w/h) between 0.2 and 3.4. Because the type of airflow pattern devel
oping around a building (see Fig. 2) also depends on the aspect ratio,
these relations should not be used for any arbitrary building aspect ratio.
When the aspect ratio of a building increases, relatively more wind will
be diverted over the building instead of along its sides, causing a
lowering of the stagnation point at the upwind building face (see Fig. 2).
Eventually, for very wide buildings (w/h > 10), flow patterns change
completely, with also longitudinal vortices developing over the building
(Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993). As a result, the scaling of the upwind
and downwind separation length with building width as reported by
Martinuzzi and Tropea (1993) changes around w/h = 4, and especially
the upwind separation length subsequently becomes almost
width-independent for w/h > 6. Given these results and the range of
aspect ratios tested in our scale experiments, we suggest limiting the
application of our empirical relations for predicting deposition di
mensions to buildings with aspect ratios between 0.2 and 4.
The new quantitative knowledge on the horizontal size of deposition
around a building can be used to indicate the local area of influence of a
beach building. As a next step, the long-term implications of these effects
for the larger beach-dune area should be determined, by examining the
interaction between local deposition and beach-dune dynamics.
Furthermore, building-induced deposition on walkways, terraces and
beach entrances often forms a hindrance to the public or building
owners (Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011). The empirical relations on
deposition size can be used as a guideline to place buildings or beach
infrastructure in such a way that the hindrance from deposition and the
need for sediment removal is minimized, for instance as a minimum
required distance between a building and a beach entrance.

In scale experiments with scale models of buildings placed at the
beach for a single day, B scaled linearly with the horizontal dimensions
of upwind and downwind deposition patterns, while building length had
very little effect. Fitted relations between B and the horizontal deposi
tion dimensions were statistically significant and showed good corre
lation. The good match between these relations and the deposition
development around a full-scale model that was tested for 5 weeks,
supports the use of B and these relations for predicting the horizontal
deposition size around buildings at the beach. The w/h ratios of the
tested scale models and the behaviour of airflow around buildings sug
gest these relations are applicable for buildings with a w/h ratio between
approximately 0.2 and 4.
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6. Conclusions
Block-shaped scale models of buildings were placed at the beach to
study how the size of initial aeolian deposition patterns around build
ings depends on building dimensions. These deposition patterns are of
considerable size: their length and width are up to an order of magnitude
larger than the horizontal building dimensions. The deposition patterns
are caused by the airflow patterns around buildings, which form a
horseshoe vortex. While the size of building-induced airflow patterns
scales with both building width (w, measured perpendicular to the wind
direction) and building height (h), related sedimentation patterns scale
more strongly with the width of the building. This is explained by sand
transport mostly occurring close to the bed, so little sand is blown over
buildings irrespective of building height. This difference is reflected by
the new scaling length B for deposition around buildings, with B = w2/3 ⋅
h1/3 to combine the effects of building width and building height.

Appendix
The Sauvola algorithm (eq. (7)) is a local thresholding technique, with the local threshold T depending on the mean m and standard deviation σ of
the intensity in a window centred around the pixel. R is the dynamic range of the standard deviation, so the highest value of σ for the entire image; k is
a calibration parameter. This algorithm was originally developed for text recognition (Sauvola and Pietikäinen, 2000), but has also been used in a
range of medical and engineering applications (e.g. Kim et al., 2017; Senthilkumaran and Vaithegi, 2016).
In its original application, the features of interest (letters) are darker than the background and exhibit more variation. In our case the opposite
applied: deposition areas were lighter and exhibited less variation. Therefore, equation (8) was used instead. Conceptually this resulted in the same
behaviour: the threshold is equal to m in the most promising area and stricter by a factor k in the least promising area. For parameter k, a value of 0.8
was used. The mean and standard deviation were calculated in a neighbourhood around the pixel of interest. Here, two different window sizes were
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actually used. For the mean a window of 4 × 4 m was used, to ensure that the window was larger than deposition features (otherwise deposition could
not be distinguished by being lighter than the mean). For the standard deviation, a window of 30 × 30 cm was used, so this is really the variation of the
area directly around the pixel itself.
(
[σ
])
T =m 1+k − 1
(7)
R
(
σ)
T =m 1+k
(8)
R
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